
Maths 

Taking away: Continue to use fingers, number tracks and tens frames to take away numbers. 

Mon Sing number rhymes such as ten green bottles and ten current buns to practise taking away one each 

time and counting how many are left. You could draw or make the bottles or buns. For example, you 

could draw and colour ten bottles and cut them out so you can take them away each time as you sing 

the rhyme. 

Next step: You could adapt the rhyme by making 1,2 or 3 bottles fall each time or buy 1,2, or 3 buns 

at a time. Make sure you count to check how many are left each time. 

Tue Hidden items! Choose some items you can find at home. Count how many you have e.g. five cars and 

then hide them under a cloth or piece of material. Take some cars away and count as you go “I’m 

taking two cars away”. How many have you got left? Repeat the game with different amounts of items 

and taking away different amounts. Can you remember how many you have left? Or do you need to 

count to check?  

 

 

 

 

 

Wed Like last week used first, then and now to tell simple maths stories to practise taking away in familiar 

contexts. For example, people on a bus, cars in a garage, food in the shopping basket. 

First there were 5 people on the bus. 

Then 2 people got off the bus. 

Now there are 3 people on the bus. 

Next step: Could you use a number track or tens frame to represent your taking away? E.g. put 5 

items down on your tens frame and then take away two, how many are left? Can you write that as a 

number sentence? 5 – 2 = 3 

 

 

 

 



Thur One more, one less towers! 

Can you build a tower of bricks or blocks at home? When you have built your tower can you count how 

many blocks you have and then add one more…how many now? Or take away one…how many now? 

Repeat for different sized towers, trying to build some towers into your teen numbers. Can you find 

one more and one less? 

Next step: You could write down the numbers of the towers you build and write the one less number 

and one more number either side e.g. 12 13 14. You could write the number sentence for your taking 

away down to match with your towers e.g. 13 – 1 = 12 

 

 

 

 

Fri Repeat your favourite game from this week or sing another subtraction song such as 10 little frogs or 

10 little men in a flying saucer. You could draw the frogs on the lily pads or the little men in the flying 

saucer and take 1,2 or 3 away each time. How many do you have left? 

Other ideas: 

Skittles game: how many fell down? How many do you have left now? 

Candles on a cake: How many candles are on the cake? If you take away 2 how many left now? 

 

 


